
Considering the limited physiological information available on neotropical rodents and the importance of this information for pathophysiological and conservation studies of these species, the aim of this study was to evaluate the cardiac electric physiology of healthy captivity spotted pacas (Cuniculus paca) under chemical restraint, due to wild nature of these animals. Eleven adult female pacas were evaluated by blood count and biochemical dosage to rule out any associate disease. Each animal was evaluated in three periods every 15 days. After chemical restraint with intramuscular midazolam 0.5mg/kg and ketamine 25mg/kg, animals were subjected to a computerized electrocardiogram, where bipolar (DII, DII and DIII) and augmented unipolar leads (aVR, aVL, aVF) were obtained. Descriptive statistics were calculated for each parameter and built the confidence interval (CI) at significance level of 95%. The electrocardiographic examination was performed without difficulty. ECG tracing in DII represents a QRS complex with positive polarity, preceded by a P wave of the same polarity and proceeded by T wave of variable polarity. Heart rate mean was 150±17 bpm, and cardiac electrical axis 33.4±21.9°. All animals showed sinusal rhythm. The ECG recording technique associated with chemical restraint was well tolerated, allowing quick acquisition of reliable ECG tracings with high repeatability, which produced sufficient results to determine the heart rhythm and suggest measures of ECG complexes duration and amplitude.
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INTRODUCTION

Cuniculus paca that is the second largest rodent in South America (Matamoros 1982, Silva 1984), can weigh up to 14 kg (Matamoros 1982) and have an average life of 10 years (Lange & Schmidt 2006). The indiscriminate hunting has placed it as an endangered specie (Chiarello et al. 2008). In order to preserve this animal, protected areas and commercial breeding were implanted (Lourenço et al. 2008), and studies to obtain biological data have been stimulated, especially reproductive characteristics, health indicators and nutrition studies (Berllago & Cerqueira 1994, Redford 1997). Some clinical normal indicators have been established for spotted pacas (Reis et al. 2008; Feliciano et al. 2014), however only one postmortem study of cardiovascular morphology was published (Avila et al. 2010). Among evaluation forms of cardiac system, the electrocardiographic (ECG) exam is a cheap diagnostic test, noninvasive, able to determine the cardiac rhythm and heart rate (Hanton & Rabemampianina 2006, Scheer et al. 2010). However, reference values have not been established for many of the wild species and the lack of information in the literature limits the standardization for the cardiac function studies, capable to indicate cardiovascular changes in these species (Stepien 1999, Gardne et al. 2007, Estrada et al. 2009).

Considering the limited physiological information available in neotropical rodents and the importance of this information for pathophysiologial and conservation studies of these species, the aim of this study was evaluate the cardiac electric physiology of healthy captive spotted pacas under chemical restraint, due to the wild nature of these animals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eleven adult female pacas (Cuniculus paca Linnaeus, 1766), weighing 9.2 ± 0.9 kg were used in this study. Each animal was submitted to experimental protocol every 15 days (3 times). Previously clinical evaluation, blood count and biochemical profile dosage (serum urea, creatinine and alanine aminotransferase - ALT) were made for all animals to rule out any associated disease. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Use, process 027420/11, Unesp / Jaboticabal.

The pacas were kept adapted in their habits enclosures, getting food (dry rodents food, fruits and vegetables) and water ad libitum. Animals were no fasted, due to the physiological characteristics of the specie. Capture to physical restraint was made with hand net and the chemical restraint was performed using midazolam 0.5mg/kg (Dormonid®), Roche, Sao Paulo, Brazil) and ketamine 25mg/kg (Dopalen®; Sespo Division Vetbrands Saúde Animal, São Paulo, Brazil) by intramuscular route (IM). Once immobilization was achieved, the animals were transferred to the operating room of the Veterinary Hospital “Governador Laudo Natel” Obstetric Service, where the electrocardiographic exam and further laparoscopic reproductive evaluation were performed.

For ECG exam, the animals were positioned in supine recumbency and the alligator type electrodes with gel (to ensure direct contact with the patient) were placed on the thoracic limbs above olecranon and on the hind limbs above patella (Fig.1). With a computerized electrocardiograph (ECG-PC version 2.27®; TEB®, São Paulo, Brazil) bipolar (D1, DII and DIII), and augmented unipolar leads (aVR, aVL and aVF) were obtained, at speed recording of 50mm/s and voltage calibration of 1cm/mV. Three-minute intervals were recorded for later analysis. Using DII lead, cardiac rhythm characteristics, heart rate (HR in beats per minute - bpm), cardiac electrical axis, duration in seconds (s) and/or amplitude in millivolts (mV) of the P wave (P and PmV), R wave (RnV), PR interval (PRs), QRS complex (QRs), QT interval (QT) and T wave (TnV) were evaluated, according to Tilley suggestions (1992).

Statistical analysis was performed with R-software® (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Descriptive statistics were calculated for each parameter and built the confidence interval (CI) at significance level of 95%.

RESULTS

Using the above described ECG exam method, the electrocardiographic tracing was obtained without significant artifacts (Figure 2) and all values obtained of analyzed parameters for the P-QRS-T deflections have been detailed in Table 1. Heart rate oscillated between 115 and 197 bpm, mean 150 ± 17 bpm. All animas showed sinusal rhythm. Cardiac electrical axis ranged widely between -19 and 82° and mean 33.4 ± 21.9°. A ventricular extra-systole (VPC) isolated was recorded in one animal, without clinical significance.
used in ketamine association to produce chemical restraint, reducing the anesthetic dose and promoting muscle relaxation (Hall et al. 2014). This anesthetic protocol can lead to increased heart rate, as reported by Szabuniewicz et al. (1978) in capybaras.

Heart rate obtained in the studied pacas was similar to described in cats, dogs, maned wolves, capybaras and cheetahs (Szabuniew et al. 1978, Tilley 1992, Martin 2002, Schumacher et al. 2003, Estrada et al. 2009) higher than in Leopards (Oda et al. 2009) and lower than in brazilian agouti (Diniz et al. 2013). Although the capybara and brazilian agouti are phylogenetically closest to the paca (Ávila et al. 2010), the heart rate of these species has a moderate variation. The mean values reported were 130 bpm in capybaras under chemical restraint (Szabuniew et al. 1978), 182 bpm in Brazilian agouti under physical restraint (Diniz et al. 2013) and 150 bpm in this study of spotted pacas. These differences can be attributed to the animals’ size (40kg, 2.3 kg and 9 kg, respectively), since the body mass is inversely proportional to heart rate (Schmidt-Nielsen 1999).

The ECG tracing characteristics of spotted pacas in DII lead was similar to described for brazilian agouti, capybara, dogs, cats, ferrets, leopards, maned wolves, cheetahs and capuchin monkey (Szabuniewicz et al. 1978, Martin 2002, Tilley & Goodwin 2002, Schumacher et al. 2003, Estrada et al. 2009, Oda et al. 2009, Dudás Györki et al. 2011, Larsson et al. 2012, Diniz et al. 2013), this ECG configuration indicate that the force of ventricular depolarisation spreaded principally to caudal and left side in front plane, due to positive R wave in DI, DII, DIII and aVF, negative in aVR and small and variable in aVL leads, similar to described in ferrets (Dudás Györki et al. 2011). Due to the DII lead characteristics this is considered the most widely used derivation for the rhythm, frequency, configuration, amplitude, and duration, cardiac waves analysis (Hurst & Meyerbur 1968), for this reason this derivation was presented as standard. Simultaneous additional leads monitoring is still important to arrhythmias diagnosis and monitoring.

The P wave duration, PR, and QT intervals in pacas under chemical restraint were similar to that reported for capybaras (Szabuniewicz et al. 1978) and other wild mammals using a similar restraint protocol (Schumacher et al. 2003, Estrada et al. 2009, Oda et al. 2009), but were slightly larger than in Brazilian agouti, rabbits, ferrets and dogs under physical restraint (Szabuniew et al. 1971, Tilley & Goodwin 2002, Dudás Györki et al. 2011, Diniz et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the P wave amplitude was similar to that found in non-anesthetized ferrets, Brazilian agouti and chemical restrained cheetahs (Schumacher et al. 2003, Dudás-Györki et al. 2011, Diniz et al. 2013). This wave duration and amplitude represent the atrial conduction (Tilley & Goodwin 2002) and the length increase observed in these animals and other mammal species under chemical restraint, it may be due to ketamine administration. Since this drug causes slight delay in electrical atrial conduction (Souza et al. 2002), probably as a result of pre and afterload increase (Nunes et al. 1997). The PR and QT intervals are considered inversely proportional to heart rate (Tilley

**DISCUSSION**

Electrocardiography is a non-invasive cardiac diagnostic tool used to record electric activity of the heart in humans and animals, providing information about electrical characteristics of cells and cardiac tissues. Therefore electrocardiography has been used routinely in human and veterinary medicine for cardiac evaluation (Varshney 2013). In pacas, this is the first study that provides information about heart physiology, aimed to report unpublished patterns of this assessment for the specie. However, it is important to remember that due to the wild nature of this specie, their handling and ECG evaluation should be done under chemical restraint. The drugs used for this restriction may have direct effects on cardiac function and can lead to changes in cardiac frequency and rhythm. For normal parameter studies, recognition of these alterations is very important. Ketamine is a dissociative anesthetic widely used in veterinary medicine (Fantoni 2002, Joslin 2003), with sympathetic mediated cardiovascular effect, evidenced by cardiac output, blood pressure, heart rate, and oxygen consumption increase (Wright 1982). Midazolam is a benzodiazepine sedative with limited effects on cardiovascular system,
The QRS complex duration values obtained in this study were similar to normal values of Brazilian agouti, capybaras, cheetahs, leopards and maned wolves (Szabuniewicz et al. 1978, Schumacher et al. 2003, Estrada et al. 2009, Oda et al. 2009, Diniz et al. 2013) and higher than those reported in small rodents (Szabuniewicz et al. 1971, Dudás-Györki et al. 2011) and dogs (Tilley 1992). Although the variation in these values may not be correlated with size or heart rate in these animals, the value obtained is considered normal when compared with other species. Without evidences of other electrocardiographic signs compatible with overload as occurs in dogs (increase in amplitude of the R wave or right direction of the cardiac axis). Some factors too may be involved in the electrical conduction delay, as ketamine administration reported in capybaras and dogs (Szabuniewicz et al. 1978, Souza et al. 2002), and diaphragm displacement by gastric food accumulation that changes the heart position as described by Silva et al. (2005) since these animals were not fasted.

In domestic animals, T wave amplitude should be approximately 25% of R wave (Martin 2002). This relation in pacas was approximately 28%; this is lower than in Brazilian agouti and capybaras (Szabuniewicz et al. 1978, Diniz et al. 2013) and similar to ferrets (Dudás-Györki et al. 2011). The R wave amplitude in these pacas it would be considered cardiac suppression in dogs, common in obesity (Tilley 1992). Therefore, these values are considered normal in these animals.

The heart electrical axis (HEA) is the main electrical current flow direction during ventricles depolarization (Hamlin et al. 1986). In the frontal plane of these pacas it was between 26° and 41° corresponding to the values reported by Szabuniewicz et al. (1971, 1978) and Dudás-Györki et al. (2011) in rabbits, capybaras and ferrets; however was different from reports in Brazilian agouti (Diniz et al. 2013). These variations can be explained by thoracic conformations differences between animals as described by Lord et al. (2010) and Tilley (1992).

The ECG tracings were obtained and evaluated without difficulties, demonstrating the reproducibility of the technique for further studies. Although pacas are considered wild animals, scientific interest in this species is growing in Brazil, demonstrating the great value of these results. The electrocardiographic parameters may be different in males and unanesthetized animals (Szabuniewicz et al. 1978, Diniz et al. 2013), considering these factors as study limitations, further studies evaluating these parameters in males, and unanesthetized pacas are recommended.

CONCLUSION

This was in our view the first study that assessed spotted pacas’ heart by electrocardiography. The ECG recording technique associated with chemical restraint was well tolerated, allowing quick acquisition of reliable ECG tracings with high repeatability, which produced sufficient results to determine the heart rhythm and suggest measures of ECG complexes duration and amplitude. Further studies are needed to determine ECG normal parameters in this specie, considering the genre, state of conscience, and possible heart diseases.
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